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Hidden Steel
The Last Chamber
Is it a real reunion, or one for the cameras? It's a second-chance romance from
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USA TODAY bestselling author Catherine Mann! Football star Henri Reynaud won't
let his career go down without a fight. If the only way to win is to reconcile with his
estranged wife, he'll do what it takes. But spending time with Fiona HarperReynaud isn't just some ruse. The sultry beauty belongs in his bed. Fiona doesn't
know where her sexy husband's public act ends and his real feelings begin. Can
she afford to fall a second time for the man every female wants? One thing is
undeniable—their attraction has never flared hotter!

Ms America and the Whoopsie in Winona
#1 Amazon Best Seller — Welcome to the farm! The Cut Flower Garden: Erin
Benzakein is a florist-farmer, leader in the locaflor farm-to-centerpiece movement,
and owner of internationally renowned Floret Flower Farm in Washington's lush
Skagit Valley. A stunning flower book: This beautiful guide to growing, harvesting,
and arranging gorgeous blooms year-round provides readers with vital tools to
nurture a stunning flower garden and use their blossoms to create show-stopping
arrangements. Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden: Cut Flower Garden is equal parts
instruction and inspiration—a book overflowing with lush photography of
magnificent flowers and breathtaking arrangements organized by season. Find
inspiration in this lush flower book: Irresistible photos of Erin's flower farm that
showcase exquisite blooms Tips for growing in a variety of spaces and climates
Step-by-step instructions for lavish garlands, airy centerpieces, and romantic floral
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décor for every season If you liked Paris in Bloom, you'll love Floret Farm's Cut
Flower Garden.

Falling Star
Love is made of more than mere flesh and blood. . . . Tanith Lee is one of the most
thought-provoking and imaginative authors of our time. In this unforgettably
poignant novel, Lee has created a classic tale—a beautiful, tragic, sensual, and
ultimately triumphant love story of the future. For sixteen-year-old Jane, life is a
mystery she despairs of ever mastering. She and her friends are the idle,
pampered children of the privileged class, living in luxury on an Earth remade by
natural disaster. Until Jane's life is changed forever by a chance encounter with a
robot minstrel with auburn hair and silver skin, whose songs ignite in her a
desperate and inexplicable passion. Jane is certain that Silver is more than just a
machine built to please. And she will give up everything to prove it. So she escapes
into the city's violent, decaying slums to embrace a love bordering on madness. Or
is it something more? Has Jane glimpsed in Silver something no one else has dared
to see—not even the robot or his creators? A love so perfect it must be destroyed,
for no human could ever compete?

Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals
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“This particular phase in my life is the most dangerous. My husband is planning ‘an
accident’ in my car, brake failure and serious head injury in order to make the path
clear for him to marry.” —Letter written by Princess Diana, late 1996 It is a
moment that remains frozen in history. When the Mercedes carrying Diana,
Princess of Wales, spun fatally out of control in the Pont de l’Alma tunnel in Paris in
August 1997, the world was shocked by what appeared to be a terrible accident.
But two decades later, the circumstances surrounding what really happened that
night—and, crucially, why it happened—remain mired in suspicion, controversy,
and misinformation. Until now. Dylan Howard has re-examined all of the evidence
surrounding Diana’s death—official documents, eyewitness testimony and Diana’s
own private journals—as well as amassing dozens of new interviews with
investigators, witnesses, and those closest to the princess to ask one very simple
question: Was the death of Princess Diana a tragedy…or treason? Diana: Case
Solved has uncovered in unprecedented detail just how much of a threat Diana
became to the establishment. In these pages you will learn of the covert diaries
and recordings she made, logging the Windsors’ most intimate secrets and hidden
scandals as a desperate kind of insurance policy. You will learn how the royals
were not the only powerful enemies she made, as her ground-breaking campaigns
against AIDS and landmines drew admiration from the public, but also enmity from
powerful establishment figures including international arms dealers, the British and
American governments, and the MI6 and the CIA. And, in a dramatic return to the
Parisian streets where she met her fate, the two questions that have plagued
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investigators for over twenty years will finally be answered: Why was Diana being
driven in a car previously written off as a death trap? And who was really behind
the wheel of the mysterious white Fiat at the scene of the crash?

Morning Star
(Beauty Queen Mysteries #2)“Superfab fun mystery” … “A giggle a minute” …
“Happy might be the next Stephanie Plum!”So say readers of the debut mystery in
the Ms America series, MS AMERICA AND THE OFFING ON OAHU. Now beauty
queen and budding sleuth Happy Pennington returns, this time to gaudy, garish
Las Vegas … When Happy pulls bridesmaid duty for pageant-wear purveyor Sally
Anne Gibbons, the last thing she expects at the altar is a corpse. But at these overthe-top nuptials that's what she gets: a dead best man and a groom who just might
be the killer.Sometimes it seems everybody in Sin City has a secret, from the
cocktail waitress trying to land a reality-show gig to the silver-haired cougar with a
penchant for blackjack dealers. Maybe hunky pageant emcee Mario Suave is hiding
something, too: like the hots for everybody's favorite beauty queen

Voicemates
Mounterey County prosecutor Alicia Maldonado is determined to use the death of a
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local millionaire to revive her stalled career, but finds her investigation and her
heart threatened by news reporter Milo Pappas.

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007
Judd Foxman is thrown together with his dysfunctional family when his father dies,
while at the same time coping with his wife's infidelity and the end of his marriage.

Diana: Case Solved
Katherine Spencer is an up-and-coming architect in New York City. Her professional
life is on the fast-track. Her personal life is a shambles. Katherine compares every
man she ever meets to Nick Bancroft, the billionaire’s son who broke her heart one
summer long ago. Now, twelve years later he’s suddenly reappeared, asking her to
design a house at the cove where they shared their first kiss. Is he looking for an
architect, or something more? And should she forgive him? "No Cure for the Broken
Hearted" is a sweet contemporary romance about the heartache that comes with
first love.

This is where I Leave You
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In this captivating prequel to the New York Times bestsellers The Cowboy and The
Texan, Joan Johnston tells the story of a woman kidnapped by Comanches—and the
proud warrior who vows to make her love him. Living as a Comanche, the son of a
white father and his Indian bride, Long Quiet secretly dreams of making Bayleigh
Stewart, daughter of the richest cotton planter in Texas, his wife. When Bay is
stolen from her home by marauding Indians, she seems lost to Long Quiet forever .
. . until a twist of fate brings her back to him—a gift from the Comanche whose life
he saved. Bay has lived among the Indians for three long years when a stranger
who looks like a Comanche—but speaks perfect English—awakens a passion that
burns hot and true. Bay yearns for home, but Long Quiet is determined to convince
Bay that her home is with him. As they soon discover, they must both give up
something of themselves while fighting for a love strong enough to bridge two
worlds.

The Sad Tale of the Brothers Grossbart
Another internationally acclaimed writer contributes a fascinating, compelling
reinterpretation of a myth that resonates deeply today. Ligdus and Telethusa are
having a child, but they cannot afford to have a girl. Ligdus informs Telethusa that
she had better hope for a boy. While this decision makes them both sad, Telethusa
“must/obey.” She prays to Isis, but births a girl and names her Iphis, a name that
“suited male or female–/a neutral name.” She convinces everyone, including
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Ligdus, that Iphis is a boy. Iphis matures and falls in love with another girl, Ianthe,
and is engaged for marriage, yet s/he is ruled by the sexual norms of the time:
“[P]ossessed by love so strange . . . no female wants/a female!” but “no learned
art–can ever make of me/a boy.” She attempts to reconcile her love for Ianthe
against the pressures of “nature.” The wedding day is near, Telethusa is
desperate, and prays again to Isis. Iphis is transformed, looking like a boy. Is Ovid
suggesting that what we think is nature is attitude? Does Iphis grow a penis? Or
does Iphis, adopting the characteristics of a boy, remain a girl married to a girl,
undermining traditional values? From the Hardcover edition.

Addicted
This novel takes place in ancient Egypt. The hero, prince Rames, goes through
many challenges and daring encounters to win his way through to the woman he
loved with all his heart and the recognition that was rightfully his. Neter-Tua, The
Morning Star, daughter of the Pharaoh, daughter of the ages, high priestess of
Amen, beautiful and glorious as no woman before her, sent down by the god.

Ms America and the Villainy in Vegas
The New York Times bestseller Adapted into a major motion picture distributed
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through Lionsgate From the Queen of Erotica, Addicted tells the provocative story
of one married woman’s struggle to deal with the fall-out of her forbidden desires.
The world of Addicted is continued in the New York Times bestseller Nervous, and
Zane’s highly-anticipated upcoming novel Vengeance, available May 24, 2016. For
successful businesswoman Zoe Reynard, finding the pleasure she wants, the way
she wants it, is not worth the risk of losing everything she has: a charmed marriage
to her childhood sweetheart, a thriving company, and three wonderful children. But
Zoe feels helpless in the grip of an overpowering addiction…to sex. After finding a
compassionate therapist to help her, Zoe finally summons the courage to tell her
torrid story, a tale of guilt and desire as shocking as it is compelling. From the
sensitive artist with whom she spends stolen hours on rumpled sheets, to the
rough and violent man who leads her toward destruction, Zoe is desperately
searching for fulfillment—and, perhaps, something darker and deeper. As her life
spins out of control and her sexual escapades carry her toward a dangerous fate,
Zoe races to uncover the source of her “fatal attraction.” Chilling secrets tumble
forth and perilous temptations build toward a climax that could threaten her sanity,
her marriage…and her life.

Find a Falling Star
John Rebus returns to investigate the disappearances of three women from the
same road over ten years. For the last decade, Nina Hazlitt has been ready to hear
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the worst about her daughter's disappearance. But with no sightings, no body, and
no suspect, the police investigation ground to a halt long ago, and Nina's pleas to
the cold case department have led her nowhere. Until she meets the newest
member of the team: former Detective John Rebus. Rebus has never shied away
from lost causes - one of the many ways he managed to antagonize his bosses
when he was on the force. Now he's back as a retired civilian, reviewing
abandoned files. Necessary work, but it's not exactly scratching the itch he feels to
be in the heart of the action. Two more women have gone missing from the same
road where Sally Hazlitt was last seen. Unlike his skeptical colleagues, Rebus can
sense a connection - but pursuing it leads him into the crosshairs of adversaries
both old and new. Rebus may have missed the thrill of the hunt, but he's up
against a powerful enemy who's got even less to lose. On the twentieth
anniversary of Ian Rankin's first American publication comes a novel bursting with
the vitality and suspense that made its author one of crime fiction's most dazzling
stars. STANDING IN ANOTHER MAN'S GRAVE is the triumphant return of John
Rebus, and a riveting story of sin, redemption, and revenge.

Ryan's Return
In August of 1779, General Washington's chief spy wrote the following words to his
commander: "I intend to visit 727 (New York) before long and think by the
assistance of a 355 of my acquaintance, shall be able to outwit them all."
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Historians have puzzled for centuries as to the identify of this 355, or "lady," in the
code of the Culper Ring. 355: A Novel presents three possibilities: Meg Moncrieffe,
a British sympathizer who turns to spying after being spurned by Aaron Burr;
Elizabeth Burgin, al altruistic young widow who assists American soldiers in
escaping the notorious prison ships; and Sally Townsend, the high-spirited sister of
a Culper Ring member who listens at the keyholds of British soldiers quartered in
her home. Although only one of the operates under the cody name 355, all three
women have the same goal: help liberate America or die trying.

Falling Star
Fatal Embrace
Determined to lose weight for her high school reunion, Maria Pagliano finds her
dietary mission thwarted by gorgeous chef Dante Del Ross, who leads her down
the path of temptation with his decadent culinary creations and sinful kisses.
Original.

Ms America and the Naughtiness in New Orleans
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(Beauty Queen Mysteries #4) Beauty queen Happy Pennington loves Christmas,
but this year murder gets in the way of the tinsel and the candy canes … In snowy
small-town Minnesota—where Happy and her beauty-queen BFFs are cutting the
ribbon at a new big-box store—Happy discovers that nothing, and no one, is what it
seems. Society matrons worship Norse goddesses. Victorian mansions hide
salacious secrets. And prominent families feud in the strangest ways. Maybe that's
why Happy's host ends up dead. Just in time, heartthrob Mario Suave swoops in to
help Happy any way he can—especially under the mistletoe. That mystery, too, is
Happy's to unwrap … Find out why readers call this a “laugh-out-loud” mystery
series that's “superfab fun.” * * * Author Diana Dempsey never competed in
beauty pageants but she did the next best thing: she worked in TV news. After a
dozen years as an Emmy-winning anchor and reporter, Diana hung up her mic to
become an author of fast and fun romantic fiction. Her novels have been called
“almost impossible to put down” (Romance Reviews Today), “skillfully plotted and
filled with realistic detail” (Library Journal), and “spicy, sexy, and sultry” (Booklist).
Her first novel was nominated for a RITA award for Best First Book by Romance
Writers of America; another was a Top Pick of Romantic Times; a third was a
selection of the Doubleday Book Club. * * * To find out about all of Diana's titles,
and to contact her: Visit Diana's website at www.dianadempsey.com Join Diana on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/DianaDempseyBooks Follow Diana on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/Diana_Dempsey
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MS America and the Offing on Oahu
Tulip Hill is an obedient and intelligent daughter to her disciplinarian parents. She
has been a topper throughout her school, because her parents wanted her to be.
Now, they want her to enroll in one of the best colleges. But Tulip harbors the
desire to become a singer, for music is her only passion that helps her see through
life’s miseries. Then there is Sam - witty, easy-going and flirty. Both Tulip and Sam
share their love for music. Yet, both dream of a different life. What are those
dreams? What happens when they meet and enter the biggest duet competition
together? Will their love blossom during this emotional roller-coaster? Join the
VoiceMates in their musical journey to know more! Anamika Mishra is an Indian
author and blogger. Her debut novel Too Hard to Handle was an instant hit. She is
also a motivational speaker and has given guest lectures in reputed organizations
and institutions. She has a degree in BCA followed by MJMC from Amity University.
You can follow Anamika on (www.anamikamishra.com),
(www.facebook.com/anamikamishra.page), Twitter (@anamikawrites) or Email her
at mail@anamikamishra.com

Obscura
From # 1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes an emotional and
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romantic contemporary novel about love, family and a little bit of magic.
Customers who like books by Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, and Robyn Carr
might enjoy this story. A HEART IS CALLED HOME Famous photojournalist Ryan
Hunter has come back to a family torn apart by mistrust and resentment -- to the
father who disowned him, to the brother who betrayed him, to the little boy who
shares his features. Ryan, the charismatic "bad boy" son, has returned -- stirring
up past conflicts like a whirlwindand throwing Kara Delaney's fragile, passionate
heart into turmoil. AND LOVE IS WAITING. Kara has struggled back from a
disastrous marriage to build a new life for herself and her little girl -- a peaceful
existence now jeopardized by vicious, small town politics, by her daughter's
fanciful ghost storiesand by Ryan's return. Now nature's impending fury threatens
to expose long-buried secrets. And Kara must join with the enigmatic,
misunderstood Ryan -- to discover the truth that will save their families. and to
explore a dangerous, irresistible love as mighty and enduring as the onrushing
river.

Catch the Moon
Horse trainer Jessica Stanson believes she has found the perfect job on one of
Montana's most elite ranches, but as she tries to prove herself to her boss, exdetective Michael Carven, she finds herself drawn into a case investigating a string
of attacks in a nearby town.
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Comanche Woman
Who better than Ms. America Happy Pennington to grace Mardi Gras festivities in
never-say-die New Orleans? She packs good looks, party moves, and sleuthing
smarts-which come in handy when the king for an elite old-line krewe is bumped
off during a Carnival parade. All too soon Happy learns the centuries-old French
Quarter is not all jazz, Creole cuisine, and cocktails: evil lurks there, too, even amid
the pageantry of the Big Easy's most gleeful season. Yet no ghost, vampire or even
voodoo spirit will keep our scrappy beauty queen from nabbing the killer-not when
the stakes are sky-high for someone near and dear to her heart. Find out why
readers call the Beauty Queen Mysteries "super-fun reads" they can't put down
until the last page is turned Author Diana Dempsey never competed in beauty
pageants but she did the next best thing: she worked in TV news. After a dozen
years as an Emmy-winning anchor and reporter, Diana hung up her mic to become
an author of fast and fun romantic fiction. Her novels have been called "almost
impossible to put down" (Romance Reviews Today), "skillfully plotted and filled
with realistic detail" (Library Journal), and "spicy, sexy, and sultry" (Booklist).
Romance Writers of America nominated her first novel for a RITA award for Best
First Book. Another was a Top Pick of Romantic Times and a third was a selection
of the Doubleday Book Club. To find out about all of Diana's titles, and to contact
her: Visit Diana's website at DianaDempsey.com Join Diana on Facebook at
DianaDempseyBooks Follow Diana on Twitter at Diana_Dempsey
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The Silver Metal Lover
She's felt it beforethe fear of losing control. And it's happening again. In the near
future, an aggressive and terrifying new form of dementia is affecting victims of all
ages. The cause is unknown, and the symptoms are disturbing. Dr. Gillian Ryan is
on the cutting edge of research and desperately determined to find a cure. She's
already lost her husband to the disease, and now her young daughter is slowly
succumbing as well. After losing her funding, she is given the unique opportunity to
expand her research. She will travel with a NASA team to a space station where
the crew has been stricken with symptoms of a similar inexplicable
psychosis--memory loss, trances, and violent, uncontrollable impulses. Crippled by
a secret addiction and suffering from creeping paranoia, Gillian finds her journey
becoming a nightmare as unexplainable and violent events plague the mission.
With her grip weakening on reality, she starts to doubt her own innocence. And
she's beginning to question so much more--like the true nature of the mission, the
motivations of the crew, and every deadly new secret space has to offer. Merging
thrilling science-fiction adventure with mind-bending psychological suspense, Wall
Street Journal bestselling author Joe Hart explores both the vast mysteries of outer
space and the even darker unknown that lies within ourselves.

Library Journal
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Fate brings Diana Prentice and Colby Savager together, haunting them with
dreams that bring to life the curse of the Chained Lady, and soon they are plunged
into a world of danger where only love can destroy the dark forces that plague
them.

A Shared Dream
This text, by a leading authority in the field, presents a fundamental and factual
development of the science and engineering underlying the design of combustion
engines and turbines. An extensive illustration program supports the concepts and
theories discussed.

Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden
Dandelion Fire (100 Cupboards Book 2)
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books
on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and
professional interests. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals
and national general interest publications and newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is
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available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past year.

Girl Meets Boy
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

Bad Girls Don't
"A Perfect 10! Debut author Diana Dempsey soars with FALLING STAR, a powerful,
moving, riveting tale of greed and betrayal, love and self-discovery " Romance
Reviews Today The page-turner for every woman who's ever had better days
Natalie Daniels' husband just dumped her. Her boss is scheming to replace her.
And she's falling in love with her sexy Australian TV news agent - who's about to
propose to somebody else. What's a woman to do? Dig deep and show what she's
made of - which just might land her both the job and the man of her dreams.

Forthcoming Books
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Adam Nash is a superstar. House, cars, money, women he’s got it all. Yeah, he’s
conceited, but with his looks and talent why shouldn’t he be? Not until he’s banned
from another hotel for his drunken antics does he realize that it’s time to grow up
and treat his music as a career and not a free ride. Now Adam has set his sights on
florist Jade Graham. She’s not the kind of woman he’s used to, she’s too smart to
play the role of arm-candy. Adam is going to have to keep his celebrity status a
secret for as long as possible, because what woman in her right mind would get
attached to a playboy without a conscience? Jade Graham is going to be one tough
case, but she seems hell bent on proving that there’s more than one way for a star
to fall.

Book Review Index
Steve Spaneas doesn’t have a clue. Who’d have thought that the woman who
stumbles her way into his gym, looking and acting so very much like a street
person off her meds, is really a CIA case officer whose memory has been
obliterated by experimental drugs used by some very bad people? And seriously,
who’d have thought that her attempts to untangle the few clues she’s got would
lead him right into her world of spies and counterspies, death and deception–and
holy cow, stockpiled nuclear weapons? But Steve had better figure out who he
trusts–his years of experience on the streets, or the heart of a gritty woman
determined to reclaim herself–and he’d better figure it out fast. Because suddenly
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there’s a body out behind the gym, surveillance teams lurking, and a series of
unsavory goons following the trail of a woman temporarily named Mickey right
through his life. “HIDDEN STEEL is a pulse-pounding suspense…Full of mystery and
interesting characters, HIDDEN STEEL will grab readers from the beginning and is a
book you don’t want to miss.” –Jennifer Bishop, Romance Reviews Today “Mow
your lawn, finish doing the wash, and walk your dog BEFORE starting this book!” –
B&N Reader “Another trademark Durgin, full of realism, deft strokes of humour
(and pop culture), plenty of sizzle, compassion, action, and a heroine you not only
believe, you want to be. Grab this one.” –Julie Czerneda, Stratification series
“HIDDEN STEEL is a page-turner voyage of discovery, with the fate of the free
world in the balance. Well-drawn characters, numerous plot twists, and unexpected
glints of humor are what I’ve come to anticipate in any of Doranna’s novels, and
this one definitely lived up to expectation!” –Michelle Shirey Crean, Dancer of the
Sixth

Quicksilver Summer
(Beauty Queen Mysteries #1)Readers who enjoy books by Janet Evanovich are sure
to enjoy MS AMERICA AND THE OFFING ON OAHU, the debut mystery in a fast and
hilariously funny series about how being a beauty queen can be murder … Ms Ohio
Happy Pennington finds out it's not all sequins and silicone when she competes on
Oahu for the Ms America crown—the first national title of her life.When her fiercest
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competitor tumbles dead out of the isolation booth during the televised pageant
finale, Honolulu PD gets to thinking Happy might have killed her.What's the only
thing a beauty queen worth her sash can do? Nab the real killer—even if that
means tangling with snarky rival contestants, a local who claims to be Hawaiian
royalty, a brooding helicopter pilot, and a pageant emcee hot enough to die for

Reunited with the Rebel Billionaire
“Readers are going to love this!” exclaimed Susan Elizabeth Phillips about Good
Girls Do. Now Cathie Linz delivers her delightful follow-up novel. When Skye Wright
saw flashing lights in her rearview mirror, she figured she’d just charm her way out
of yet another speeding ticket. How could she have known that the handsome cop
who stepped out of the police cruiser was a Studly Do-Right capable of taming the
wild child right out of her? It took less than two seconds for Sheriff Nathan
Thornton to peg the sexy Skye as trouble. Maybe it was the way she shimmied her
hips in that I Dream of Jeannie outfit. Or the huge stack of speeding tickets in her
bag. Whatever it was, the woman was belly-dancing her way into his thoughts.
Now if only she’d belly-dance into his bedroom… Good Girls Do is: “Fabulously
fun.”—Booklist (starred review) “Hilarious and heartwarming.”—Library Journal

Books in Print
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Dr. Nininger describes his lifelong experiences locating, recording and exhibiting
meteorites throughout the world

No Cure for the Broken Hearted
Hegel and Manfried Grossbart may not consider themselves bad men - but death
still stalks them through the dark woods of medieval Europe. The year is 1364, and
the brothers Grossbart have embarked on a naïve quest for fortune. Descended
from a long line of graverobbers, they are determined to follow their family's
footsteps to the fabled crypts of Gyptland. To get there, they will have to brave
dangerous and unknown lands and keep company with all manner of desperate
travelers-merchants, priests, and scoundrels alike. For theirs is a world both
familiar and distant; a world of living saints and livelier demons, of monsters and
madmen. The Brothers Grossbart are about to discover that all legends have their
truths, and worse fates than death await those who would take the red road of
villainy.

Standing in Another Man's Grave
New York Times bestselling author Katherine Arden returns with another creepy,
spine-tingling adventure in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed Small Spaces.
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Now in paperback. Having survived sinister scarecrows and the malevolent smiling
man in Small Spaces, newly minted best friends Ollie, Coco, and Brian are ready to
spend a relaxing winter break skiing together with their parents at Mount Hemlock
Resort. But when a snowstorm sets in, causing the power to flicker out and the cold
to creep closer and closer, the three are forced to settle for hot chocolate and
board games by the fire. Ollie, Coco, and Brian are determined to make the best of
being snowed in, but odd things keep happening. Coco is convinced she has seen a
ghost, and Ollie is having nightmares about frostbitten girls pleading for help. Then
Mr. Voland, a mysterious ghost hunter, arrives in the midst of the storm to
investigate the hauntings at Hemlock Lodge. Ollie, Coco, and Brian want to trust
him, but Ollie's watch, which once saved them from the smiling man, has a new
cautionary message: BEWARE. With Mr. Voland's help, Ollie, Coco, and Brian reach
out to the dead voices at Mount Hemlock. Maybe the ghosts need their help--or
maybe not all ghosts can or should be trusted. Dead Voices is a terrifying follow-up
to Small Spaces with thrills and chills galore and the captive foreboding of a classic
ghost story.

Dead Voices
Nearly seven thousand years ago, a priceless piece of history vanished in the
Caucasus Mountains near Armenia. Former government agent Sean Wyatt and his
sidekick Tommy Schultz go deep into the heart of some of the oldest mountains in
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the world in search of a treasure that many believed was lost to antiquity. While
they and their new friend, Adriana Villa, race toward their goal, they encounter
deadly villains and a man with an evil plan that could wipe out most of civilization.

Books in Print Supplement
Books in print is the major source of information on books currently published and
in print in the United States. The database provides the record of forthcoming
books, books in-print, and books out-of-print.

355
The Devil Served Tortellini
The bestselling and highly acclaimed 100 Cupboards series continues with its
action-packed second book, Dandelion Fire. Perfect for readers who love Percy
Jackson, the Unwanteds, and Beyonders! Henry has discovered that the 100
cupboard doors hidden behind his bedroom wall are actually portals to other
worlds. Now he must go through the cupboards to find the truth about where he’s
from and who his real parents are. Along the way, Henry is suddenly struck with a
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gift of magic—a magic that burns so brightly it attracts unwanted attention. As he
discovers the strength of his new powers, he is chased by wizards and faeren and
ultimately forced into battle with Nimiane, the evil witch-queen. And this time, the
witch is not alone…. "A must-read series." —The Washington Post
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